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Mrs. Egger April 2020
Independent Art Study kegger@havward.k12.wi.us
(Yarn Bag Weaving) work: 715-638-9580
Term 4 home: 715-638-2208

Introduction: Welcome to Independent Study. This class will be designed as a pass fail class, credit
given as a full 8 week term in 6 weeks of assignments. Each day you should work 20-30 mm or 100-
120 mm per week for each assignment. An Independent Art Study credit will show on your transcript
allowing you to receive a ½ credit but also a way to still take the class you wanted to take next year
without repeating classes.

Expectation: My expectation is that you do the assignment for each week as best as you can with the
materials you have at home. I will not expect you to buy materials, but you might have to be creative in
what you create and turn into me. I expect that you do a minimum of 60 mm each week to receive a
passing grade. 120 mm would be ideal to get full credit. You should still have something ‘worth while’
to turn in as a passing grade-not a sketch or minimal effort-this would be a not passing grade.
Gradebook is still set up the same with normal grading scale, however the final grade will post with any
percentage above 60% will be a P and any grade 59.99% or below will be a F.
In other words, still do the best you can to get a 100%; if you get 100% on 4 projects, you could not
complete the last two projects, and still receive a P or passing grade.

Communication: I will be available every morning Monday -Friday 8:15-10:lSam to answer
immediate questions through email or my home phone: 715-638-2208. You can also call my work
phone to leave a message, I can only access this through voicemail 715-638-9580. Or you can contact
me at any time through email, and I will get back to you within 24 hours. I will email through skyward
updates, new information, or suggestions. Join my band group at:

https://band.us/n/a2ae39Q302T2d I invited you to earlier in email where I will post
examples of projects, links, extra enrichment, and you can too. Some students have asked about live
chat or Zoom availability. The band site will allow me to live stream, and Google Hangouts will send
you an invitation. I will plan on doing some sort of live chat once a week, look for an email with
information on this. Please contact me with any concerns or concerns. Let’s face it, this is the first time
we all have had to do this, and it will not be perfect.

Completing Assignments: Complete each assignment within one week. Use suggested materials and
suggested improvisations if not available. Finish with a minimum of 60 mm to pass, with a target goal
of 120 mm each week. Turn in a picture of your work through email or post to the band site created for
easy posting with your phone. Don’t worry about what other students are posting because there are
multiple classes using the site, posting different assignments. If you do not feel comfortable posting,
email me. Post or email a picture with name, class, and weekly topic. You can do the work in any order
you would like. I listed them with what I felt was easier to harder or depending on weather. You can
choose not to do one of the projects; complete 6 out of the 7 (pick one you don’t like). Seniors, you do
not need to do two of the weekly assignments; you are completing 5 out of the 7.

Week 1: Topic: “Worry” - Make a Worry Doll- Muñeca quitapena
I just discovered a Worry Doll this year, and thought they were super cool and why haven’t I ever heard
of this? After looking into it more, they are very popular originating in Guatemala. Tradition says that
a Mayan princess named Ixmucane, received a special gift from the sun god which would allow her to
solve any problem a human could worry about. Today this is still a common practice and also ‘touristy’
In traditional and modern times, worry dolls are given to children so they can tell their doll about their
sorrows, fears and worries, then hide it under their pillow during the night. After this, the child will
wake and all their sorrows will be taken away by Ixmucane. Make your own Muñeca quitapena, they



are made now often of paper, tape, wire, and yarn. You can make it from these materials too. They can
be small or bigger but make one and try it under your pillow as well. Post to band or email (title it
WORRY)

Week 2: Topic: “Meme Me” - Create an original meme
Now that you’ve had an endless amount of time to search mindless posts, come up with your own. This
must be original to get any credit. Your OWN image photo or drawing, and your own creative saying.
Make your writing short and catchy, meme like, to the point. Post on band or send in an email (title it
MEMEME)

Week 3: Topic: “Paper, Yes Please” - Write a short paper about an artist in your own words.
Type or write a page paper single spaced about a fiber artist or installation artist. This artist must be
somewhat famous (so not someone you randomly found on some site) pull someone from this site:
htj//www.thisisco1ossal.cornJ for a contemporary artist or another current art site:
htps//www.artnews.crnJor your basic research sites like: httpsj//www.wikipedia.org/ etc. for a
historic artist. Galleries and major Art Museums are also great tools for research. Include the site or
book you get your information from. Do not copy and paste, and write about why this artist is special
or interested you? What accomplishments did they do? Why is their art important? Post or email (title
itPAPER)

Week 4: Topic: “I Hate Dali” - Recreate a famous artwork
Even though I do not hate Salvador Dali’s work now, I really despised it when I was younger. I don’t
really know why, I just didn’t like it, and didn’t see why he was so famous. Now I really like his
elephants and other not so famous artworks, and have always wanted to make my own Dali recreation.
Well, now I can, and you can too. You need to recreate your own artwork. It does not need to be
someone you love or hate, but find an artwork you want to recreate. It does not need to be Super
Famous or Dali, just don’t all pick Starry Night. It can be any painting, photograph, sculpture, digital
art, etc. that you find interesting, but, recreate the art with small objects repeated. Use objects you
find around the house, or use a sculpting material and make it. Try beans, rice, rocks, pasta, legos,
anything that is smaller arranged to make an image. This can be 2-D or 3-D. It can me temporary
materials or permanent. Search #betweenartandquarantine or #tussenkunstenquarataine and get
some really great examples! Hashtag yours too! Post or email (title IHATEDALI)

Week 5: Topic: “Weave” - Weave anything
Weave a minimum of 10 strands and repeating the weave to form a repeating pattern. The pattern
cannot be a simple repeating pattern of two or three colors, (for instance red, green, blue, red, green,
blue is too simple) Try something more complicated. If you can’t think of a difficult weave, be creative
with what you weave. Try grass, plastic bags, magazine images woven with your own art, fabric, or
yarn, even hair can be woven. In Yarn Bag I teach a 4 strand round braid and a split weave. Try to
google this or watch my videos. https://www.yputube.com/watch?v=DgvyD-HOpw Post or email
(title WEAVE)

Week 6: Topic: “Get Out” - Make a sculpture outdoors
Create a sculpture outside, look at ‘earth art’, ‘land art’, or ‘earthworks’ examples and create your own
interpretation. Earthworks merge the idea of ‘man and nature’ or ‘man vs nature’ as its theme. Use
materials found outside or in nature such as leaves, rocks, sticks, feathers, etc. to make an artwork in
someway. Assemble them in a pattern or shape not found in nature. Cut, stack, weave, or arrange in a
way not found in nature. Or use manmade objects such as chairs, tools, toys, etc. in an outdoor setting
combining man and nature. Make sure your photo of this is creative and really shows the mesh of man
and nature. Google Andy Goldsworthy, who not only created unique earthworks, and is one of the more



famous artists, he also took beautiful photography and was revolutionary with the lines in art; is it art
sculpture or is it photography? Post or email (title GETOUT)

Week 7: Topic: “Whatever” — Free Choice
Do whatever you want, tired of sculpting things, draw, take some pictures, make a collage, do whatever
you want as a final project- to a crazy, special, good, no good, kinda year. A year you will never
forget, a year that will change your life, will make you grow so much, and yet make you seem
like you didn’t at all, a year where you won’t regret anything, but maybe only a little, a year you
find yourself even if you get lost along the way, a year where you felt like nothing mattered and
way too much did, a year where you felt all alone, and yet at the same time everyone felt the
same way. This is a year that defines a generation, yes, I am also part of your generation; finally.
Post or email (title WTHYOUWANT)

Reminder: Twill post examples I made of all projects listed each week and I hope you do too on
https: //band.us/n/a2ae3 9Q3 02T2 d




